Data acquired during several multiday periods in 1982 at ground stations Siple, Halley, and Kerguelen and on satellites DE 1, ISEE 1, and GEOS 2 have been used to investigate thermal plasma structure and dynamics in the duskside plasmasphere bulge region of the Earth. The distribution of thermal plasma in the dusk bulge sector is difficult to describe realistically, in part because of the time integral manner in which the thermal plasma distribution depends upon the effects of bulk cross-B flow and interchange plasma flows along B. While relatively simple MHD models can be useful for qualitatively predicting certain effects of enhanced convection on a quiet plasmasphere, such as an initial sunward entrainment of the outer regions, they are of limited value in predicting the duskside thermal plasma structures that are observed. Furthermore, use of such models can be misleading if one fails to realize that they do not address the question of the formation of the steep plasmapause profile or provide for a possible role of instabilities or other irreversible processes in plasmapause formation. Our specific findings, which are based both upon the present case studies and upon earlier work, include the following: (1) during active periods the plasmasphere appears to become divided into two entities, a main plasmasphere and a duskside bulge region. The latter consists of outlying or outward extending plasmas that are the products of erosion of the main plasmasphere; (2) in the aftermath of an increase in convection activity, the main plasmasphere tends (from a statistical point of view) to become roughly circular in equatorial cross section, with only a slight bulge at dusk; (3) the abrupt westward edge of the duskside bulge observed from whistlers represents a state in the evolution of sunward extending streamers; (4) in the aftermath of a weak magnetic storm, 10 to 30% of the plasma "removed" from the outer plasmasphere appears to remain in the afternoon-dusk sector beyond the main plasmasphere. This suggests that plasma flow from the afternoon-dusk magnetosphere into the boundary layers is to some extent impeded, possibly through a mechanism that partially decouples the high altitude and ionospheric-level flow regimes; (5) outlying dense plasma structures may circulate in the outer duskside magnetosphere for many days following an increase in convection, unless there is extremely deep quieting; (6) a day-night plasmatrough boundary may be identified in equatorial satellite data; (7) factor-of-2-to-10 density irregularities appear near the plasmapause in the postdusk sector in the aftermath of weak magnetic storms; (8) during the refilling of the plasmatrough from the ionosphere at oe = 4.6, predominantly bidirectional field aligned and equatorially trapped light ion pitch angle distributions give way to a predominantly isotropic distribution (as seen by DE 1) when the plasma density reaches a level a factor of about 3 below the saturated plasmasphere level; (9) some outlying dense plasma structures are effectively detached from the main plasmasphere, while others appear to be connected to that body.
INTRODUCTION poorly known and understood. Like the mid-latitude ionospheric trough near dusk [e.g. Rodger et al., 1992], the duskside bulge
Purpose of this Paper plasma exhibits the effects of a strong interaction between convecThe thermal plasma of the magnetosphere is a system that has tion and corotation electric fields, such that there is often a type of memory, just as does the ionosphere [e.g., Quegan, 1989 ; Rodger reversal with increasing latitude (or L value) from predominantly eastward flow (in a stationary frame) to predominantly westward et al., 1992]. The distribution of magnetospheric plasmas at any time is dependent upon the convection activity, the instabilities, flow. And by analogy to the midlatitude trough, the bulge may and the magnetosphere-ionosphere interchange fluxes to which the contain adjacent plasma regions whose preceding flow histories individual plasma packets have previously been exposed. This differ widely. The duskside bulge region is considered to be geoperspective seems of particular importance in studies of the dusk-physically important because of its apparent involvement in the side bulge region of the plasmasphere, a region that today remains erosion of the plasmasphere by the action of enhanced convection Background Early interpretations of the duskside bulge. Current views about dusk sector thermal plasmas have been strongly influenced by empirical and interpretive work carded out twenty or more years ago. The initial whistler study of the plasmasphere as a worldwide phenomenon included evidence of a diminution in its equatorial radius during periods of increased substorm activity as well as a duskside bulge. The average position of the plasmapause versus MLT that was estimated from whistler measurements is shown in Figure l a. The conditions were ones of moderate, relatively steady geomagnetic agitation (Kp = 2-4). Nishida [1966] , Brice [1967] , and Dungey [1967] interpreted these phenomena in terms of the interplay between the large-scale, solar-wind-induced, convection electric field and the electric field associated with the Earth's rotation. (The classic discussion of such an interplay by Axford and Hines [1961] had earlier prompted Carpenter [1962a] to suggest that the dichotomy of an inner, Earth-dominated flow regime and an outer, convection-dominated one might explain the order-of-magnitude difference in density levels between the regions inside and outside the "knee" in the equatorial density profile.) The resulting plasma flow was divided into two regimes, an inner one that enclosed the Earth and an outer one that did not. The larger plasmapause radius near dusk was a consequence of the opposing nature of the convection and corotation electric fields in that local time sector.
Erosion of the plasmasphere during a disturbed period occurred as the result of entrainment of the plasma in the outer plasmasphere and escape of some it from the magnetosphere along newly configured, non-dipole-enclosing streamlines of the combined flow.
Since these early works by Nishida, Brice, and Dungey, it has been common to assume that under "steady" magnetic conditions, the plasmapause tends to become coincident with the last closed equipotential of the flow regime. That idea has been used in several studies of magnetospheric thermal plasma structure and dynamics [e.g., Chappell et Stem, 1974] model predict a stagnation point in the dusk sector, the distance to which is a measure of the intensity of the solar wind-induced electric field (see discussion by Morrill [1978] ). The magnitude of that field and its variations with magnetic activity have then been estimated from statistical data on plasmapause position.
Physics of the plasmapause as a boundary. The apparent success of the relatively simple MHD interpretation of the early plasmasphere observations probably served to deflect attention from questions about the physics of the plasmapause as a boundary. This was unfortunate; authors have become accustomed to discussing the plasmapause as a mathematical concept, one that emerges from the idea of a separatrix between two flow regimes, and as Gringauz and Bassolo [1990] have pointed out, little attention has been paid to the physical processes that should be at work as the boundary is being formed at a new location, and which should affect the boundary's subsequent stability, location, and density profile. An important but quite overlooked remark about the boundary question was made by Dungey [1967] , who noted that the plasmapause profile was sharper than one might have expected from simple considerations of the effects of enhanced large-scale convection. Later papers have addressed questions of the thickness and stability of the boundary [e.g., Richmond, 1973; Roth, 1976; Huang et al., 1990 ] but have relied on assumptions about the shape of the boundary profile after its initial formation. The formation problem has been discussed by Lemaire [1975 Lemaire [ , 1986 in terms of the coalescence along a certain trajectory of plasma "holes" or depleted regions that drift radially under the influence of the gravitational interchange instability.
Differences between the bulge sector plasmas and the "main plasmasphere." Other basic aspects of the plasmapause-plasmasphere system, such as the fundamentally unsteady nature of penetrating substorm-associated electric fields and certain observed complexities in thermal plasma structure, have received somewhat greater attention in the literature. For example, the earliest data on the distribution and variations with time of whistler paths indicated that when a ground-based observing station moved past the westward or sunward edge of the bulge, the plasma did not usually appear to flow outward to higher L values . Instead, the bulge appeared to be a separate entity, with an origin essentially different from that of the main plasmasphere. . (b) Segments of OGO 5 orbits along which "detached" plasmas were observed, the criterion for identification being separation from the main plasmasphere and density reaching a peak greater than 100(4/L -4) ions-cm -3 (to account for volumetric expansion of plasma tubes orginally at relatively low plasmasphere levels) [from Chappell, 1974] . (c) Comparison of estimates of average plasmasphere equatorial radius versus MLT from whistlers , from an ion mass spectrometer on OGO 5 [Chappell et al., 1971] , and from a double probe on Explorer 45 [Maynard and Grebowsky, 1977] . (d) Sketch showing how a "snapshot" of the plasmasphere might be expected to appear (exclusive of outlying features) as a consequence of spatially and temporally structured convection activity that produces azimuthal variations in plasmapause radius as well as a sunward extending feature in the late afternoon sector [from Carpenter, 1983] .
was penetrated by ring current ions. The region of penetration or overlap was marked, even under relatively calm conditions, by evidence of sunward convection and by a plateaulike formation in the total density profile.
In discussing early work on magnetospheric convection, Axford [1969] considered the possibility that the bulge represents an eddy outside a roughly circular corotating region, while some of the potential patterns calculated in a paper by Wolf [1974] show a loop in the outer dusk sector that does not enclose the Earth. When equipotentials derived from EISCAT radar statistics were mapped to the equatorial plane by Senior et al. [1990] , those representative of 4 <_ Kp _< 6 exhibited a tendency to form loops in the outer dusk sector. These particular lines of investigation, while promising, have not been actively pursued.
Additional evidence of the "alecoupling" of the main plasmasphere and the dense plasmas of the bulge sector appeared in the form of outlying dense structures, intercepted over a wide range of distances beyond the main plasmasphere and predominantly in the afternoon or evening sectors. These were reported. by Chappell et al. [ 1970, 1971 ] from OGO 5, by Taylor et al. [ 1970] from OGO 3, and later, from Explorer 45 near L =5, by Maynard and Chen [1975] . Figure lb is a plot of the orbital segments along which the outlying features were detected from OGO 5. The structures exhibited density levels that were characteristic of the main plasmasphere, with allowance for changes with equatorial radius in flux tube volume, but were interpreted as having become "detached" from that body during periods of enhanced convection [Chappell et al., 1971; Chappell, 1974] . A number of mechanisms for the detachment process have been briefly discussed, including rapid reconfiguration of the magnetosphere during substorms [Barfield et al., 1975] and effects of localized structure in the electric field [Chappell, 1974] . Grebowsky and Chen [1976] found that the addition of a random spatial component to a large scale convection electric field could result in spatial irregularities in the thermal plasma density distribution in the vicinity of the plasmapause near dusk, some of which were detached from the main body of the plasmasphere. Lernaire [1985, 1986] has proposed a detachment process involving the gravitational inter-change instability (as further noted below). Otherwise, this subject has received little attention.
Problems in measurements of plasmasphere shape. Additional complexity in the picture was introduced by the fact that while estimates of the average plasmasphere shape on the dawn side of the earth from satellite data agreed with estimates from whistlers, there were significant differences in results for the duskside bulge region. As illustrated in Figure 1 c, data from an ion mass spectrometer on OGO 5 [Chappell et al., 1971 ] produced a curve of average plasmasphere radius that extended well beyond the whistler-based curve in the dusk sector. Furthermore, it did not exhibit a special feature of the bulge reported from whistlers, namely a relatively abrupt westward edge, indicated by an increase of ~0.5-2.5RE in plasmasphere radius within ~0.5 to 2 hours of observing time [Carpenter , 1970 Observations of dynamic thermal plasma effects in the dusk bulge sector. Dynamic plasma effects in the dusk bulge sector, manifested both by reconfiguration of the plasmasphere and by depletion and refilling of flux tubes, have been documented in several specific ways. Early whistler results acquired during years of low solar activity [Carpenter, 1970] indicated that the location in local time of the comparatively abrupt westward edge of the bulge (Figure 1 a) was correlated with magnetic activity. The edge was encountered by the moving ground station prior to 1800 MLT during or following periods of increased substorm activity, and tended to be observed at later local times under quieter conditions. If sufficiently deep quieting immediately preceded the penetration of the late afternoon sector by the station's field of view, the bulge was not detected. In such cases, any preexisting bulge was inferred to have already begun rotating with the Earth, such that it could not be "overtaken" by the ground station. (Nishida [ 1971] pointed out that such effects were more closely correlated with measurements of auroral electrojet activity in the dusk sector than with global indices of electrojet activity, thus anticipating later and still growing recognition of the importance of spatial variations in subauroral electric fields.)
A useful view of bulge dynamics was obtained from synchronous orbit by Higel and Wu [1984] , who studied data from the Relaxation Sounder experiment on GEOS 2 [S-300 Experimenters, 1979]. On some very quiet days, plasmasphere-level densities were encountered for 10 hours or more in succession, but in most cases, such densities were encountered only for periods of ~ 1 to 3 hours in the afternoon or evening sectors. The local time at the center of the intercepted dense region varied with magnetic activity, being on average earlier during periods of greater disturbance, as in the case of the westward edge of the bulge detected by whistlers. The authors interpreted those cases that were preceded for 24 hours by relatively steady geomagnetic conditions (as indicated by/rip) in terms of a teardrop-shaped plasmasphere that varied in size with magnetic activity. The teardrop shape appeared to account for variations in the extent of the bulge along the satellite orbit but did not explain observed magnetic-activitydependent shifts of the bulge midpoint away from its expected location at 1800 MLT (during "steady" conditions).
Numerical modeling of plasmasphere erosion and recovery. Numerical models have been used by a number of workers to study the process of plasmasphere erosion and recovery. They typically begin with an assumed potential distribution, in which the effects of the solar wind dynamo and the Earth's rotation dynamo are combined. Then, taking account of the refilling of depleted flux tubes from the ionosphere and allowing the solar wind dynamo to vary in intensity according to some measure of magnetic activity, they trace the flow of individual plasma elements Additional physics have been brought into the problem by Spiro et al. [1981] , who used data from a substorm period on September 19, 1976 to define a time varying potential distribution along a high latitude boundary. They then calculated the time varying electric field in lower-and middle-latitude field line regions by means of a convection model that included the shielding effect of the magnetospheric ring current and the effects of the nonuniform ionosphere in a self consistent way. The evolution of the plasmasphere shape was studied by following the E x B drift trajectories of the plasma flux tubes that made up an assumed pre-substorm plasmasphere boundary. This model, while limited by the necessity to choose a pre-substorm plasmasphere configuration, had the merit of predicting E fields that were in better agreement with substorm-period data from whistlers and radar than were results from model calculations based on spatially invariant convection electric fields. The model also predicted the drawing out of long, narrow filamentary tails near dusk during a four-hour substorm period.
MHD models have been used to explain a number of dynamic features such as changes with time in plasmapause positions measured at widely spaced ground stations [Corcuff and Corcuff, 1982 Although much has been claimed for the MHD-type simulations, they have not gone unchallenged; Lernaire [1974 Lernaire [ , 1975 Lernaire [ , 1985 and Lernaire and Kowalkowski [1981] have pointed out that to the extent that the MHD interpretations of plasmasphere dynamics involve the assumption of infinite Pedersen conductivity in the ionosphere, local charge separation electric fields associated with instabilities are not being accounted for, and hence an important type of instability, namely the gravitational interchange instability, is being overlooked as a contributor to plasma erosion during substorms. Because of fast post-midnight eastward azimuthal drifts during substorms, this instability should have a particularly strong effect in the postmidnight sector during periods of enhanced convection. Regions of locally depressed density are expected to move outward from lower oe values or inward from higher ones. When they reach a certain track in oe-MLT space, the location of which is determined by the configuration and intensity of the convection electric field, a deeper local depression is formed. Beyond this depression, which becomes the plasmapause, a plasma trough is formed as locally dense regions drift outward due to the same interchange instability, having become "detached" from the main plasmasphere by the formation of the longitudinally extended depression. The more remote outlying structures found on the dayside by Chappell et al. [1971] could be explained in terms of movement of dense regions from starting points in the postmidnight sector. Some success has been reported in using this model to interpret whistler data acquired during a several day period [Corcuff et al., 1985] .
A key point here is that Lemaire accepts the idea that the time varying, large-scale electric field modifies the plasmasphere shape during substorms, particularly in the dusk sector and in the early hours of the activity. However, he proposes that the interchange instability gives rise to a peeling effect that operates within the context of the existing electric field, and thus causes the plasmasphere configuration to differ from that which would be predicted from the action of the large-scale electric field alone.
Observations of flux tube depletion and recovery in the dusk sector. Empirical studies of the processes of flux-tube plasma depletion and recovery in the dusk sector have thus far been quite limited. There is essentially no observational work on flux tube depletion in the region that becomes the trough immediately exterior to the plasmapause. Such work might indicate whether the low equatorial electron densities, apparently < 1 electron cm -3, that occur on the nightside in the aftermath of substorms are attributable to an evacuation process that operates in particular middle-magnetospheric regions during an early substorm phase, or whether they are instead an inherent feature of the large-scale plasma circulation.
Recovery from depletion is more accessible to observation (with the possible exception of a very short and hence observationally elusive initial phase that immediately follows plasmapause formation [e.g., Carpenter and Anderson, 1992]); statistical data from whistlers [Park, 1974] of local plasma density. In the only previous study specific to the dusk region, Dicriau et al., [1986] found that the BI distribution tended to persist near the equator well into periods of quieting.
The Present Case Study Approach
Progress in the study of bulge sector plasmas has been hindered because of the limited ability of individual satellites, ground stations, or instruments to probe the very large spatial regions involved, and to do so on the widely varying time scales on which significant changes occur. This difficulty can be at least partially overcome by using data from both ground stations and satellites, as Corcuff and Corcuff [1982] and Fontaine et al. [1986] have demonstrated. In the present paper we will use such an approach, employing data acquired during three case study periods by several satellites and by ground whistler stations in order to provide a more unified and comprehensive picture of bulge sector dynamics than has previously been available. The case studies are not presented in chronological order; instead the emphasis is upon particular physical phenomena and the evidence supporting them that can be drawn from any or all of the study periods. GEOS 2 provided data on electron densities derived from the plasma frequency, which was identified by the Relaxation Sounder experiment [S-300 Experimenters, 1979] . GEOS 2 was in synchronous orbit at 20øE and on the geomagnetic equator. Corroborating evidence that the offsets of Plates l a and l c represented bulk flow, and of its generally sunward and outward direction, was obtained from a combination of RIMS and PWI static electric field data. During the periods of observed offsets from the ram direction, counts in the RIMS antisunward pointing -Z head were significantly larger than in the sunward oriented +Z head, reflecting the increased influence of sunward magnetospheric convection during these periods (possible effects of bias differences between the Z heads were taken into account). In each of the convection cases, the period of greatest offset occurred during the sampling of the outer L shells, while the component of the quasi-static electric field along the spacecraft Z axis was pointed antisunward, implying an outward component of lowenergy plasma flow.
There was a complexity in the data that has not yet been resolved. In one of the convection cases, the O+ spin scans showed an offset from the ram, but in a direction opposite to that of the H+ and He+ ions. This feature is being investigated. Count rates for O+ in this case were low, and in the other convection cases were not sufficient for the identification of such an effect.
Whistler observations of the westward edge of the bulge. On of a well-defined plasmapause, and then a broad, relatively unstructured trough region was detected. The density leveled off near 3 electrons-cm -3 beyond 9RE, dropped below 1 electroncm -3 near 13RE, and then at ~14.4RE jumped sharply to ~20 electrons-cm -3 as ISEE entered the magnetosheath.
The profile for July 7 at ~05 UT (Figure 9b ) differs markedly from the "quiet" July 4 profile. Although there is an extensive data gap from oe = 4.8 to ~6.7, it is clear that the slope of the falloff at oe < 4.7 was much steeper than is normally observed in the plasmasphere, without constituting an obvious plasmapause effect, and that the density between oe = 6.8 and 8 was at extrapolated plasmasphere levels, roughly an order of magnitude above corresponding values on July 4 (Figure 9a ).
On June 6, during a surge in substorm activity (see Figure 5c ), ISEE observed the profile shown in Figure 10a . There was an inner region of depressed density from L ~3.2 to L ~4.6, a localized region of higher density centered at oe ~4.8, and then at oe ~5.4 a steep drop to a plasmatrough level. The profile near the inner depression and the outlying high density feature are qualitatively similar in form to features of the July 7 ISEE profile in Figure 9b , which was also observed during a period of increased substorm activity that followed a relatively quiet period. The June 6 GEOS record shows essentially saturated plasmasphere levels from 1630 to 2230 MLT, followed by a period of somewhat lower, irregular concentrations. From the Kp record of Figure 5c and the stacked records of Figure 12 , it appears that for the June 6-10 period, high-density plasma had its greatest extent along the GEOS orbit during the first afternoon-evening pass af- ter the beginning of increased activity on June 6. That the GEOS observations on June 6 were at least partly due to sunward and outward flow of dense plasma originally at lower/, shells is suggested by the ISEE record of Figure 10a , which shows that trough levels were present at 18 MLT beyond/, ,,,5.4 some 12-13 hours before GEOS reached the dusk meridian.
On June 7, GEOS 2 observed dense plasma prior to ~18 MLT, and then moved into a trough region. Four or five hours earlier, as Figure 10b shows the ISEE equatorial profile near 18 MLT from June 10, following several days of surges in substorm activity. Beyond an inner data limit of/5 ~4.5, the density remained roughly constant to/_, ~7.7, and then dropped sharply to another nearly constant level. The region of nearly constant density in the range /5 ~4.5-7.7 was presumably exterior to a region of steep density gradients, possibly steeper than those near/5 = 3 in Figure 10a Note that on June 7 and June 9 there were also abrupt transitions, but in these cases the transition was from plasmasphererange concentrations to levels characteristic of the dayside trough. The flow patterns during these two periods of quieting ( Figure 5c ) were evidently such that the plasma trough elements sampled had not recently been located in a newly formed nightside trough region.
Differences in the typical location of day and nighttime trough levels in the bulge sector are suggested in Figure 11 . In the case of Figure 1 la, the nightside level beyond oe = 4.2 was observed just sunward of 1800 MLT, while in the case of Figure l lb, in which only dayside trough levels were observed, the outer magnetosphere was traversed much earlier, where dayside flow trajectories might be expected to be more common. Observations of the locations of orbital segments characterized by day or nighttime trough levels, as well as the locations of transitions between levels, would appear to provide the experimenter with information on the circulation of the thermal plasma, other than that provided by the observed boundaries of essentially plasmasphere-level regions.
Observations of dense plasma patches in the outer magnetosphere. Figure 9c shows the third in a sequence of ISEE passes through the outer mid-afternoon magnetosphere. In this case, from July 9, the period of moderate substorm activity that began late on July 6 had been underway for nearly 3 days (Figure 6c) . A patch of dense plasma with sharp external boundaries and much internal structure was detected between •9.3 and 11.2 RE. This feature is comparable in terms of extent, location, peak density level, and density structure to a number of the outlying plasma regions reported from eGe 5 by Chappell et al. This occurred on May 13, 7 days into a period of steady, low level, agitation that followed a weak magnetic storm (see Figure  4c) . The presence of a relatively well defined plasmapause at oe •4.9 near 1 MLT is shown by the thick curve, while the profile near dusk exhibits a region of large, factor-of-3-to-5 fluctuations between oe •4 and oe •5.8, and near oe = 7 contains an outlying feature with peak n e in the extrapolated plasmasphere range.
The difference in the lowest ne levels reached on the inbound and outbound profiles suggests that the nightside plasma density just beyond the plasmapause was characteristic of the low density nightside trough, while the lowest levels near dusk represented dayside trough conditions. The mechanism for the development of irregularities along or near the plasmapause surface is not known but may be associated with persistent low-level substorm activity during a period when significant plasmasphere erosion is no longer occurring. The irregularities may be a counterpart of the perturbations in plasmasinterval between samples~7.5 hours), and all available samples from the ISEE 1 PWI (minimum interval between samples ~56 hours).
Observations of Density Irregularities in the
A major feature of the oe ~4.5 density data for May (Figure 4b ) and July (Figure 6b ) is the recovery from trough to plasmasphere levels in the aftermath of a weak magnetic storm. This recovery was particularly well defined in the July data of Figure 6b . There was a relatively large fractional density increase in the period of deep magnetic quieting between July 2 and 3. This change was probably due to the effects of upward plasma flow from the ionosphere into magnetospheric flux tubes with initially very low electron content. The density recovered steadily and smoothly until an apparent saturation condition was reached on July 5, and then on July 7 dropped to low levels. The apparent filling rate toward saturation was ~80 electrons-cm-3-d -1, somewhat larger than but in general agreement with the ~ 30-40 electrons-cm-3-d -1 indicated for oe ~4.5 in the pioneering case study by Park [1974] and the estimate of ~50 electrons-cm-3-d -• at oe =4 by Chappell The data of Figure 5b show that in the June period of enhanced and periodically surging convection activity, plasmasphere levels at oe ~4.5 were observed along the ~ 18 MLT meridian at times on June 6 and 7 and late on June 8. The data discussed above suggest that the appearance at these times of densities within a factor of 3 phere shape detected from whistlers during periods of temporally of the saturated plasmasphere level was associated with enhanced isolated substorms [Carpenter and Seely, 1976 ]. Grebowsky and convection and associated reconfiguration of the existing plasma Chen [1976] showed in an MHD modeling calculation that local-distributions, such as through sunward and outward surges, rather ized irregularities in plasmasphere radius in the dusk sector can than the refilling process. occur if spatial noise is added to a large-scale convection elec-Timing of a reduction from plasmasphere to plasmatrough levtric field. The primary effect of temporal noise in the large-scale els. In the July case study there was an apparent ~20-hour delay field tended to be confined to the topology of sunward extending between the onset of renewed substorm activity on July 6 (Figtaillike features. ure 6c) and the detection from Kerguelen in the late afternoon Thermal Plasma Coupling of the Magnetosphere and Ionosphere sector of low trough levels on July 7 (Figure 6b ). This delay is believed to be associated with the known time lag between the Plasmasphere refilling following disturbance. The panels of appearance of a newly formed plasmapause on the nightside and Figure 7 show the gross features of the equatorial electron density profile as determined each day near a specific MLT from a single whistler station. More detailed temporal records of equatorial electron density measured at specific MLTs and at oe ~4.5, the approximate oe shell on which DE 1 crossed the equator, are shown in Figures 4b, 5b , and 6b. These figures include results from whistlers (every 24 hours at a given station when data were scalable), all available samples from the DE 1 PWI (minimum its detection at comparable oe values on the dayside [Chappell et al., 1971; Ddcrdau et al., 1982 Ddcrdau et al., , 1984 . Evidence that a recently formed plasmapause inside oe ~4.5 had already developed on the nightside by ~0600-0700 UT on July 7 was obtained from Siple whistlers. They showed a classic midnight-morningside plasmapause development, of the kind previously shown to be associated with increased or continuing substorm activity .
Evolution of the thermal ion pitch angle distribution. Figures 4a and 6a) , in which the total density (Figures 4b and 6b) recovered from trough to plasmasphere levels during a multiday quiet period (apparently due, on average, to the refilling process), there was a corresponding transition from predominantly trapped and bidirectional field-aligned distributions to an isotropic one.
approached zero on July 4. On two occasions, May 6, 0810-1240, and May 8, 0815-1235 UT, isotropic and bidirectional and trapped distributions were observed at nearly the same oe value along the DE orbit (Plate 4a). This is tentatively attributed to the development or occurrence of dense plasma structure in this region (as discussed above), and to its azimuthal motion past the orbital plane of DE 1.
The tendency of the bidirectional field aligned and trapped distributions to be detected preferentially under low density conditions is seen in the data of June 7 near 2300 UT (Figure 5a and Plate 4b). The bidirectional and trapped distributions were observed only 12 hours after the convection event discussed above (Plate 1), during which the density was high and an isotropic distribution off the ram direction was detected.
DISCUSSION
In the July case, for which the density recovery appeared to Erosion be particularly smooth, the RIMS data exhibited the distinct bidirectional and trapped refilling profiles for the first three days of During the process of erosion, from which local time sector(s) the series. Also during this time there were several indeterminate is the bulk of the plasma removed? Most MHD models of the data signatures (labeled "nothing" in Plate 4c) which are believed erosion process [e.g., Grebowsky, 1970; Maynard and Chen, 1975] to be representative of a low-density isotropic background plasma predict behavior of the kind illustrated in Figure 2 , adapted from having energy relative to the spacecraft so low that the ions were a case study by Kurita and Hayakawa [1985] . As noted above, Lemaire [1975 Lemaire [ , 1985 Lemaire [ , 1986 ] has argued that this scenario is physically incomplete, that significant plasmasphere erosion should also occur in the post-midnight sector, such that an outer layer (or layers) of dense plasma is effectively detached from the main plasmasphere through the gravitational interchange instability. The layer drifts outward as it moves toward the dayside, where, due to the higher Pealersen conductivity of the ionosphere, it may approximately corotate with the Earth while also being carded sunward by the large-scale convection field. [Carpenter and Seely, 1976] . Thus it appears that there is efficient penetration of the outer plasmasphere in the afternoon-dusk sector by electric fields, and therefore strong support for the idea that this sector is significantly eroded during convection events. Instabilities such as the one proposed by Lemaire [1975 Lemaire [ , 1985 may also contribute to substorm-associated erosion of the plasmasphere, but the evidence of the present paper is not sufficient in scope to permit an evaluation of that contribution.
Cross Sections of Outlying Features
The data reported here and other data studied by the authors in preparing this paper suggest that dense plasma features observed in the magnetosphere beyond /_, = 6 are frequently large, ,-,2-3RE or more in cross section along a satellite orbit, while outlying features observed closer in, between L ,-,3 and 6, are often comparatively narrow, from < 0.5RE to ,-, 1 RE in extent, particularly when encountered beyond an inner density trough of order 1RE in width. We suggest the following explanation for these As intercepted by spacecraft, the regions in the outer magnetosphere should be of varying size, depending upon the distribution of dense plasma streams or sunward extending features at the time when the erosion process effectively terminates. Such streams or features could be several RE across, in particular those that represent the erosion of a relatively large plasmasphere. Large size is also possible in the case of the instability mechanism of plasma detachment proposed by Lemaire [ 1985 Lemaire [ , 1986 Outlying dense plasma features observed closer to the plasmasphere, at L ,-,3 to 6, should be more limited in extent, as suggested by Figures 10a, 11 a, and 11 b. This may be due in part to the thinning and inward spiralling of sunward extending features as quieting occurs and the Earth's corotation field becomes more important at a given L shell. As illustrated by Figure 2a , narrower features may also occur due to the fact that as erosion proceeds, a diminishing plasmasphere represents a progressively more limited source of plasma for sunward extending features. Furthermore, the fact that periods of quieting and of relatively steady activity are on average longer than intervals of increasing activity implies that data acquired at regular intervals in the vicinity of the main plasmasphere will be dominated statistically by evidence of narrower features.
The effects of inward spiralling and thinning may be such as to cause the density gradients at the edges of some outlying features to steepen, thus preserving plasmapauselike boundary pro- 
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CARPENTER ET AL.: THE PLASMASPHERE DUSKSlOE BULGE REGION and/or shielding by the ring current to increase, the corotation bulge observations have been less frequent (although a full staffsfield tends to become dominant within the region interior to sun-tical study has not been made), suggesting that the "trapping" of ward extending features, and the plasmasphere at all local times the bulge in a way that makes it clearly observable to a whistler tends to become roughly circular, with a radius of only •0.5-station may be quite sensitive to secular variations in convection 1RE greater at dusk than at dawn. This tendency toward circu-field intensity and/or the shielding process.
larity during quieting was nicely modeled in the work of Chen and Wolf [1972] . Meanwhile, the sunward extending features or other outlying dense regions that are usually present under recovery conditions will tend to remain within the magnetosphere and will appear as one or more aspects of the bulge region, as described in our case studies.
The distinction between the main plasmasphere and the bulge region is useful in explaining differences in results reported from various satellite and ground instruments. The irregular density profiles observed in the plasmapause region near 20 MLT during the May period suggest that large, factorof-~2-to-10 irregularities, often a few tenths of an RE across, form in the dusk-postdusk sector. These may be related to the ripples found at the low-latitude edge of the diffuse aurora [e.g., Kelley, 1986] and to the auroral patches and detached arcs found equatorward of the diffuse auroral boundary in the evening sector by Moshupi et al. [1979] . Assuming that the irregularities are limited in longitudinal extent, we consider them to represent at least a class of isolated or detached features. Their relation to the larger patches observed in the outer afternoon magnetosphere during more disturbed periods is not known, although we note that within the patch illustrated in Figure 9c the profile was far from smooth, as was the profile beyond oe ~7 in Figure 1 lb.
It might be expected that whistler measurements of cross-oe motions in the vicinity of the plasmapause could be used to investigate the mechanism of plasma detachment proposed by Lemaire [1985 Lemaire [ , 1986 contribute to the dense plasma distributions observed them for some time following the onset of higher levels of activity.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The duskside bulge region of the plasmasphere is a most difficult region to describe and interpret, in large part because of its dynamic nature and great spatial extent, and because of the limited perspectives obtainable even from the present multiplatform approach. However, a number of generalizations appear to be warranted, based upon a combination of the present and previous research.
Patches of dense plasma, separated from the main plasmasphere by regions of plasmatrough-level densities, are regularly observed along high altitude satellite orbits that penetrate or traverse the afternoon-evening magnetosphere. Although often highly irregular in their profiles of log ne versus oe, the patches exhibit peak values consistent with an origin in the plasmasphere, and in some cases exhibit sharp density boundaries that resemble the gradients associated with the plasmapause.
The distribution of patches as a function of time during periods of plasmasphere erosion and recovery is not yet known, but it appears that the erosion process by which the mean plasmasphere radius is diminished is a primary contributor to the outlying patch distribution. Some patches, varying from a few tenths of an RE to several RE in extent along near equatorial orbits, appear to be present at all times, with the possible exception of periods when Rio approaches zero. On the basis of the case studies described above, coupled with our reading of other work, we offer the following descriptive model of thermal plasma behavior in the dusk sector. While elements of our model are variously speculative in nature, we believe that a model is needed as a point of departure for further investigations.
1. The plasmasphere rarely, if ever, assumes a teardrop shape, with a duskside radius of order 50% greater than the radius near dawn. MHD models based upon combining an electric field associated with the Earth's rotation with a large-scale convection field may be useful in predicting the instantaneous flow patterns of low-energy plasma. Furthermore, such calculations (of a last closed equipotential) can under some limited conditions be useful in predicting the approximate radius of the main plasmasphere in the dawn sector. However, such models are not useful in describing the duskside plasma structures which are found to develop as a consequence of that flow.
2. During active periods, the plasmasphere appears to be divided into two principal regions, the bulge region and the main plasmasphere. The separate identities of the two regions become clearest after an erosion event has occurred and a quieting trend has begun. The bulge is essentially the plasma that has originally been entrained by penetrating convection electric fields and displaced sunward and outward from the duskside plasmasphere, while the main plasmasPhere is the bulk of the remaining dense plasma. The latter, through approximate rotation with the Earth during quieting, assumes a quasi-circular shape, with a duskside radius only ~0.5RE greater than the radius at dawn, and thus a mean radius close to the one established on the nightside during the main erosion period.
3. In the aftermath of an erosion event, the duskside bulge and the main plasmasphere appear to be recoupled in the sense that the latter appears to be dominated by the Earth's corotation electric field, while the former appears to be strongly influenced by the convection electric fields that continue to be present.
4. During an erosion event, dense plasma flows sunward and outward from the late afternoon-dusk sector of the plasmasphere. The faster flows may at times exhibit a relatively sharp low-oe limit. Within several hours, dense patches may be detected in the middle magnetosphere, at distances inside of and near synchronous orbit. As an additional consequence of the enhanced flow, patches of dense plasma, often several RE in extent along satellite orbits, appear near the afternoon magnetopause.
5. In the aftermath of an erosion event, as the intensity of substorm activity subsides and/or as shielding of the inner magnetosphere by the ring current becomes effective, extensive dense plasma patches may exist near the afternoon magnetopause for several days, being efficiently "trapped" in that region by high latitude fields, but unable to escape the magnetosphere. The rea-sons for this are not presently well understood, but may involve mechanisms that tend to decouple the high and low altitude flow regimes. The dense patches may at times cover a significant fraction of the outer afternoon-dusk magnetosphere and are estimated to represent from ,-• 10 to 30% of the outer plasmaspheric plasma entrained by the convection electric field during a weak magnetic storm. Meanwhile, the Earth's corotation field becomes relatively more important at the middle magnetospheric radii previously penetrated by the erosion-period substorm fields, and any outward extending dense plasma features that had been entrained during the erosion phase but which had not been carded to the near vicinity of the magnetopause begin to move in the direction of the Earth's rotation. Their forms become spirallike, due to the continuing influence of convection electric fields present along the outer magnetospheric field lines.
6. As the result of the decrease with increasing distance in the angular velocity of the bulge plasma (the spiralling effect), the sunward flank of any outward extending plasma streamer tends to become more sharply curved, leading to the formation of what a whistler station probing at radii near the afternoon plasmapause detects as an abrupt westward edge of the bulge region. The outer, streamedike portions of the bulge plasma may appear as narrow features detected near to or sunward of the bulge westward edge, and may also appear along nearly radial satellite orbits as outlying dense plasma patches separated from the main plasmasphere by a trough region of order one /rE in width. These patches are usually narrower in their extent along satellite orbits than are the patches observed beyond synchronous orbit. 7. During continuing substorm activity after an erosion event, density irregularities with peak to minima ratios ranging from ,-• 2 to 10 develop or appear near the plasmapause in the dusk/post dusk sector. These may represent the action of instabilities operating in the region of fast subauroral ion drifts, or SAIDs, and if displaced sunward during periods of enhanced convection, may contribute to the distribution of patchy irregular dense plasmas in the outer magnetosphere. The irregularities may be related to the wavelike features that have been observed at the low latitude edge of the diffuse aurora or to detached auroral arcs and patches observed equatorward of the diffuse auroral region.
8. If quieting is extremely deep, most outlying dense plasma patches move in the direction of the Earth's rotation and leave the afternoon magnetosphere devoid of major plasma irregularities. However, in most extended calm periods, dense plasmas become trapped in the afternoon-dusk sector, circulating there in response to the continuing, if low level, substorm convection fields.
9. The properties of outliers observed near the plasmapause and out to synchronous orbit suggest that many of these are rooted in or attached to the main body of the plasmasphere. On the other hand, the distribution and occurrence of dense plasmas observed at L 12. When depleted (trough) flux tubes exposed to dayside refilling reach the late-afternoon-dusk sector for the first time, their density levels are a factor of ,-•3-5 above those typically observed under nightside trough conditions. 13. Because of convection, there appears to be a separatrix between flow trajectories that come more or less directly sunward from the nightside and ones that cross the dayside. When this separatrix is outside the plasmapause, it may appear in satellite data (as in the case of GEOS 2) as an abrupt drop in density from typical dayside trough levels to typical nightside ones. Relatively simple dynamic MHD models can be useful for certain qualitative predictions of the effects of enhanced convection on a quiet plasmasphere, such as the initial sunward entrainment of the outer regions and the effects of quieting on sunward extending features. However, as Lemaire [1985 Lemaire [ , 1986 has pointed out, such models treat the plasmapause as a mathematical concept, rather than a physical phenomenon. They do not address the question of the formation of the steep plasmapause profile, nor do they consider the possible role in that formation of instabilities due to such effects as subauroral ion drifts or the generally enhanced eastward flows in the postmidnight sector during substorms.
We find that the thermal plasma structure of the bulge sector is more complex than has been realized, and that success in attempts to model its behavior will depend upon improved models of penetrating electric fields, including the effects of high-amplitude localized field structures, of hot/cold (ring current/plasmasphere) plasma interactions, of plasmasphere boundary layer physics, of processes governing and inhibiting the flow of dense plasmas into and within the magnetosphere boundary layers, and of the physics of ionosphere-magnetosphere interchange flows. There is an obvious need for study of the plasma structure of the middle and outer magnetosphere, both in existing data sets and through the development and application of imaging techniques such as those envisaged by Williams et al. [1992] and Roelof et al. [1992] .
